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Abstract
A new method has been recently developed for separating
mixtures of mineral electrolytes into individual components via
size exclusion chromatography of ions on neutral nanoporous
hypercrosslinked polystyrene sorbent NanoNet 381. The
separation is accompanied by the unique phenomenon of selfconcentration of separated components and high selectivity of the
process, which are the legitimate consequences of the very
principle of exclusion chromatography. Mixtures of acids, bases
and salts taken in their different combinations may be easily
separated using only water as a mobile phase. The review focuses
mainly on the practically relevant mixtures of electrolytes.
Key words: ion size exclusion chromatography, mineral electrolytes, hypercrosslinked polystyrene, nanoporous sorbents,
hydrated ions.

Introduction
In the middle of the last century, the processing of industrial
acidic or basic wastes became the barest necessity. The wastes
represent rather concentrated solutions of acids or bases
containing their salts. Obviously, it is impossible to isolate
valuable salts and keep significant amounts of concentrated
acids (or bases) for further use by employing conventional ionexchange resins. Therefore, in 1957 Hatch et al. suggested a
new amphoteric "snake-cage polyelectrolyte" (crosslinked
polymer system containing physically entrapped linear polymer
chains) [1]. Dow Chemical Co. commercialized this material
under the trade mark "Retardion", which was obtained by
polymerization of (divinylbenzyl)trimethylammonium chloride
inside the matrix of a sulfonated cation-exchange resin [2]. This
material almost completely separated a mixture of 2.0 N
NH4NO3 and 1.6 N HNO3 into its individual components [3].
Studying the activity coefficients of electrolytes inside the
phase of a strong basic anion-exchange resin (Dowex 1X10,
chloride form), Nelson and Kraus accomplished the
chromatographic separation of mixed solutions of HCl and LiCl
of different concentrations [4]. The authors noted that the
breakthrough of HCl shifts to large numbers of bed volumes
with increasing concentration of LiCl. This finding was
tentatively explained by a reduction of acid activity inside the
resin beads.
Later Hatch and Dillon also described the separation of
mineral acids and their salts into individual components by
passing the mixed solutions through a strong anion-exchange
resin under conditions that exclude ion exchange (functional
groups of the resin were taken in the corresponding salt form)

[3]. It was found that the salts leave the column first, while the
acids appear at the column outlet noticeably later. The authors
introduced the new term "acid retardation" (in Russia the term of
"non-exchanging sorption of electrolytes" is generally accepted).
It should be stressed here that the very idea of acid retardation in
the resin phase contradicted with the well-known concept of
Donnan ion exclusion according to which strong electrolytes
must experience an exclusion effect from any strong ionexchange resin phase [5, 6]. Several assumptions have been
suggested to explain the "acid retardation" phenomenon,
including salting out of the acid into the resin phase, interaction
of the acid protons with benzene rings of a styrenedivinylbenzene matrix of the anion-exchange resin, possible
effects of entropy enhancement, etc. Still, after all, the authors
of publication [3] arrived at a conclusion that none of these
suggestions can explain the entire pool of experimental data.
Furthermore, the suggested mathematical description of the
separation process in terms of a concept of acid molecules
associating in the homogeneous resin phase [7] as well as the
representation of the gel-type matrix of the exchangers such as
Dowex 1X8 or AV-17X8 as two-phase materials [8] also failed
to explain the phenomenon of "acid retardation". (It is surprising
that neither the authors of the "acid retardation" concept, nor
their followers tried to check the retention of concentrated acids
on functional groups of the anion exchanger or on the neutral
resin matrix itself by any direct and independent method).
Although the real physical reasons for acid retardation
phenomenon remained implicit for many years, it was found that
the salt–acid separation can be performed at rather high flow
rates and at elevated temperatures, which is important from the
practical point of view. The process was optimized and starting
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Results and discussion
1. Main principles of preparative frontal size
exclusion chromatography of electrolytes
All species in size exclusion chromatography, ions,
molecules, macromolecules, or particles, are separated
according to their sizes and ability to diffuse into the pores of a
stationary phase. Large species may reside only in an interstitial
liquid and the largest pores of a sorbent. A mobile phase (water
in our case) quickly transports these large species along the
column, that is why their breakthrough occurs soon, ahead of the
front of the sample solvent. Solvent molecules and the smallest
species may migrate into all stagnant zones of large and small
pores, and so they arrive at the column outlet later, with the void
volume of a column. In order to exploit this principle for
discrimination of hydrated inorganic ions having 0.6 to 1.0 nm
in diameter, it is necessary to use a sorbent with comparable
dimensions of pores. Unmodified neutral nanoporous
hypercrosslinked polystyrene sorbents offer such a possibility.
Hypercrosslinked polystyrene has a special structure. It
results from intensive cross-linking of solvated polystyrene
chains with a bifunctional agent that forms rigid bridges–struts,
in the presence of a large amount of solvating solvent. The latter
prevents the system from phase separation, and eventually a
rigid open single-phase network is formed. Rigid bridges
maintain polymeric chains on a certain distance from each other,
even after removal of the solvent, thus preserving large free
volume in a network (up to 0.6 cm3/g), and so the polymer is
considered to maintain real microporosity of a new type. The
high porosity is formed by numerous small spaces ("pores" and
"channels") between the molecular chains and cross-bridges. A
narrow maximum of the size distribution of pores appears in the
range from 1.5 to 3.0 nm [16]. The openwork hypercrosslinked
polystyrene is compatible with any liquid, including water, and

should be accessible to hydrated inorganic ions dissolved in
water.
Before we start to talk about the separation of electrolytes in
terms of size exclusion chromatography of ions, we would like
to mention the results of direct measurements of hydrochloric
acid adsorption on the strong basic anion exchange-resin PCA433 taken in the chloride form [17, 18]. It was found that the
adsorption occurs only at the very high concentration, 5 M,
when HCl may already exist in the form of stable ion pairs and
even covalent molecules. PCA-433 may retain them by
dispersion forces. Importantly, at practically relevant lower
concentrations, the anion exchanger does not absorb the acid at
all. Consequently, the hydrochloric acid retardation on an anionexchange resin in the chloride form cannot be explained by any
type of interaction with the sorbent.
Being aimed at developing industrially viable processes, our
experiments were performed with the use of a special
commercially available nanoporous neutral hypercrosslinked
polystyrene-type sorbent NanoNet 381 (NN-381). Our first
model experiment on the discrimination of electrolytes by size
exclusion chromatography consisted in the following: the
column of 44 mL in volume was filled with the water-swollen
sorbent beads and water (a mobile phase). In this column, the
total volume of the mobile phase amounted to 36 mL (17.6 mL
of interstitial volume and 18.4 mL of water inside the beads). A
3.45 N solution of CaCl2 was percolated through this column (an
up-flow mode), and after that the salt was eluted with water (a
down-flow mode). The same experiment was carried out with a
3.48 N solution of HCl. Figure 1 depicts the breakthrough and
elution curves obtained for both of the electrolytes [19].
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from 1976 Eco-Tec (Canada) [9, 10], Scanacon (Sweden) [11],
Gütling (Germany) [12], and others [13, 14] produce and deliver
devices for processing of concentrated mixed solutions of acids
and their salts by the "acid retardation" process on an industrial
scale. In Russia Khamizov et al. [15] successfully tested on a
pilot scale the process of purification of phosphoric acid from
phosphates of rare-earth metals which all emerged from the
column ahead of the acid with a noticeable simultaneous selfconcentration effect.
As a result of long discussions with adherents of the "acid
retention" idea, we arrived at a conclusion that the
discrimination of salt/acid electrolytes simply reflects unequal
size exclusion of different ions from the polymer phase, rather
than their specific interactions with any component of the
system. The present paper describes briefly the main principles
of preparative size exclusion chromatography of the mixtures of
simplest inorganic electrolytes on the neutral nanoporous
hypercrosslinked polystyrene sorbent NanoNet 381. The
successful separation of practically important mixtures of
(NH4)2SO4–NH4Cl and Ti(SO4)2–H2SO4 vividly demonstrates
the prediction power of understanding the nature of phase
distribution equilibria between any electrolyte solution and
polymeric gels.
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Figure 1. Breakthrough and elution profiles for calcium chloride (1) and
hydrochloric acid (2) measured separately on NN-381 sorbent having
beads of 300–800 µm in diameter. Column 44 mL; flow rate 0.8
mL/min.

Two important conclusions follow from Fig. 1. Firstly, in
the up-flow regime of chromatography, the salt leaves the
column with the volume of 32.5 mL (which is smaller than the
volume of the mobile phase), while the acid comes out
practically with the total volume of the mobile phase, 35.4 mL.
Consequently, the neutral nanoporous hypercrosslinked sorbent
NN-381 retains neither the salt, nor the acid. Secondly, all the
sorbent pores are accessible to the acid, whereas CaCl2 is
excluded from some finer pores.
The situation changes fundamentally when both of the
electrolytes are present in a solution with 2 N concentrations for
each component (Fig. 2). Now CaCl2 comes out of the column
with the smaller volume than in a separate experiment (22.7 mL
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vs. 32.5 mL). In contrast, hydrochloric acid retards and leaves
the column with 43 mL volume. Fronts of the two components
significantly diverge. Furthermore, both of two partially
separated electrolytes display zones with the concentrations that
significantly exceed their concentrations in the initial mixture.
At the maximum of a concentration wave, the concentration of
the salt increases by a factor of 1.2 and the acid concentration
rises by a factor of 1.5. We should emphasize that, in traditional
chromatographic processes based on retention of analytes, the
elution of analytes requires an additional volume of a mobile
phase, which unavoidably leads to a decrease in the
concentrations of separated components. From this viewpoint,
an increase in the concentrations of both of the electrolytes
separated via ion size exclusion mechanism represents an
unprecedented phenomenon.
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Figure 2. Breakthrough and elution profiles for hydrochloric acid and
calcium chloride (taken as a mixture) on NN-381 sorbent having beads
of 300–800 µm in diameter. Column 44 mL; flow rate 0.8 mL/min.

In accordance with the principle of electroneutrality,
counter-ions always move along the column in the vicinity of
their ions. Our system is composed of two cations, calcium
having hydrated radius rH = 4.12 Å and proton (rH = 2.82 Å),
and one chloride anion (rH = 3.32 Å). However, it is appropriate
to say here that in aqueous solutions protons and hydroxides do
not occupy any own space, they are only charge-giving parts of
water molecules. This charge quickly shifts along the chain of
hydrogen bonds between the water molecules and proves to be
in any point of an aqueous system, where it is needed to
maintain the local electroneutrality [18]. So, we can consider
only the behavior of Ca2+ and Cl– ions.
In small pores of the nanoporous hypercrosslinked sorbent
NN-381, only those chloride ions can reside which are
neutralized by protons. At the same time, large pores and
interstitial space are occupied by chloride ions belonging to both
calcium and hydrogen cations. A great difference in the
concentrations of chloride ions in the large and small pores is
not tolerated by the system. Smoothing the chloride
concentration gradient results, on the one hand, in additional
migration of HCl into small pores and accumulation of the acid
there and, on the other hand, in additional displacement of the
salt molecules into even greater pores and interstitial liquid. This
process continues until the concentration of Cl– (hence, osmotic
pressure) becomes equal in any point of the aqueous system.

This process manifests itself in a spontaneous increase in the
acid concentration inside the sorbent phase and that of salt
concentration in interstitial space. In other words, avoiding any
gradient of osmotic pressure within the aqueous phase results in
the redistribution of two electrolytes between the porous sorbent
and liquid and causes the above unusual self-concentration
effects in their chromatographic separation.
It is easy to visualize and explain this effect by formulating a
concept of an "ideal separation process" [20], the process that
does not add any matter into separated components. A legitimate
consequence of such a process consists in the fact that the
removal of one component from any mixture (for instance, by
distillation, crystallization, or sieving) automatically leads to an
increase in the concentrations of the others. Since in size
exclusion chromatography substances are not retained on a
stationary phase, they are transported along the column basically
with the volume of the introduced probe. The redistribution of
separated components within this volume results in a rise of
their concentrations in the corresponding fractions. Indeed,
when the salt moves ahead of the mixed chromatographic zone,
it leaves the acid behind and undergoes self-concentration. The
same is valid for the zone of acid when it gets disposed of the
salt.
Obviously, the selectivity of separation (the divergence of
two fronts) and the above extent of self-concentration depend on
the concentrations of electrolytes in the feed solution. A minor
component must exhibit the largest self-concentration. Indeed,
when a mixture of concentrated (9.3 N) LiCl and diluted
(0.07 N) HCl is percolated through a porous sorbent, the
breakthrough of the acid occurs late, only after passing 4 column
volumes of the initial solution, whereas the acid concentration
increases by a factor of 8.5 [18]. A strong gradient in the
concentration of common chloride ions "salts out" HCl into
small pores that are inaccessible to large hydrated Li+. HCl
accumulates there until complete equalization of the
concentration of Cl– ions in the whole aqueous phase. Certainly,
we may consider this effect as "acid retardation", however, we
should bear in mind that this "retardation" has little in common
with the real acid retention due to any kind of attractive
interactions with the sorbent.
The revealed mechanism of size exclusion separation of ions
allows one to predict and design a similar "base retardation"
process. If one percolates a solution of 3.5 N LiCl in 0.07 N
LiOH, the base molecules, LiOH, which are smaller in size than
LiCl, are forced to accumulate in small pores of NN-381. It
should be recalled that, in contrast to the chloride anions, the
hydroxy anion does not occupy any own space in aqueous
solutions. The breakthrough of LiOH now occurs after
percolation of two bed volumes of the feed solution, and its
concentration in maximum of the concentration wave increases
by a factor of 1.5 [21].

2. Separation of practically important mixtures
OAO
Kuibyshevazot
(Samara,
Russia)
produces
caprolactam on an industrial scale. The process involves large
volumes of sulfuric acid which then are converted in
concentrated solution of ammonium sulfate. The latter salt
represents an important crystalline nitrogenous fertilizer.
However, the industrial product is contaminated by traces of
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Figure 3. Separation of a mixture of 40% (NH4)2SO4 1% NH4Cl on
NN-381 sorbent with the bead size of 300–800 µm. Column 28 mL;
flow rate 1 mL/min.
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Figure 4. Breakthrough and elution profiles for titanium sulfate (1) and
sulfuric acid (2) measured on NN-381 sorbent with the bead size of
300–800 µm. Column 28 mL; flow rate 0.75 mL/min.
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ammonium chloride that causes corrosion of equipment and
makes the fertilizer hygroscopic. There were no means for
removing ammonium chloride from the concentrated solution of
ammonium sulfate. Figure 3 depicts a chromatogram of
separation of two electrolytes, 1% NH4Cl and 40% (NH4)2SO4.
The high concentration of large SO42– ions facilitates a
significant increase in the process selectivity. As can be seen
from Fig. 3, one can obtain more than one column volume of
pure ammonium sulfate before traces of smaller chloride ions
appear at the column outlet. Only water is needed for column
regeneration [18], which is accompanied by a remarkable selfconcentration of NH4Cl. It should also be indicated that up to
now this is the only example of "salt retardation" process.
In addition, 2% of caprolactam, which contaminate a real
mixture of the above electrolytes, can be easily removed by
adsorption onto the hypercrosslinked polystyrene sorbent NN381. The adsorption of caprolactam does not influence the
efficiency of salt separation via size exclusion mechanism. Still,
after 6 to 8 up-flow and down-flow separation cycles of sulfate,
the sorbent needs to be regenerated from organics. The
recommended regeneration consists in rinsing the column with
isopropyl alcohol or its mixture with water [22]. According to
the advanced findings, the column regeneration may also be
accomplished with overheated water at 130–180 oC.
Another example where the ion size exclusion
chromatography could prove its usefulness is the isolation of
titanium dioxide from industrial leaching solutions. Usually,
TiO2 is obtained by leaching of Ti-containing raw stuff with
concentrated sulfuric acid, the extract subsequently being highly
diluted and neutralized to achieve precipitation of TiO2. The
irreversible loss of expensive sulfuric acid and processing of
large volumes of highly mineralized waste streams make the
entire process of TiO2 production rather expensive. Hence, it is
fairly desirable to obtain a titanium-enriched fraction and a
fraction of excess sulfuric acid without diluting the initial
mixture. This is exactly the job for size exclusion
chromatography, taking into account that hydrated Ti+4 ions or
their complexed forms must be the largest species in the system.
Two chromatographic experiments were carried out to
separate the pair of electrolytes, Ti(SO4)2 and H2SO4. In the first
experiment (Fig. 4), a solution of 2.42 N titanium sulfate in
9.3 N sulfuric acid was percolated upward (an up-flow mode)
through a column filled with water and swollen NN-381 beads
with the sizes of 300–800 µm. After equilibration of the column
with the feed solution, the electrolytes were displaced from the
column by pure water in a down-flow mode. As it follows from
Fig. 4, the up-flow regime of chromatography allows one to
isolate titanium salt at elevated concentrations as a weakly
acidic solution, while the down-flow step of the experiment
affords a considerable portion of excess sulfuric acid containing
only traces of the metal sulfate. This acid solution can be used
again for treatment of Ti-containing raw materials.
The second chromatographic experiment was carried out
under different conditions. In this case, the column was packed
with 250 µm monosized beads of NN-381 and equilibrated with
1 N H2SO4, in order to prevent possible precipitation of titanium
dioxide from the neutral initial part of its chromatographic
elution zone. 10 mL of the above mixed feed solution was
loaded on the column and eluted downward with 1 N H2SO4.
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Figure 5. Chromatogram of 10 mL mixed solution of titanium sulfate
(1) and sulfuric acid (2) on NN-381sorbent with the bead size of 250
µm. Column 23 mL; flow rate 1.5 mL/min.

Again, Ti4+ ions, being the largest species, emerged from the
column very soon, just after the volume of interstitial liquid.
Figure 5 shows that the efficiency of this column filled with
smaller monodispersed beads is much better, so that it is
possible to split the elution zone into a fraction of pure titanium
sulfate and a fraction of practically pure and more concentrated
acid. The mixed intermediate zone just needs to be added to the
second portion of the feed solution.

Experimental
Materials
Two samples of neutral nanoporous hypercrosslinked
polystyrene-type sorbent NanoNet-381 having beads of 300–800
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µm in diameter and 250 µm monodispersed beads were kindly
granted by Purolite Int. Ltd (UK, USA). CaCl2 2H2O and LiCl
(Acros) as well as NH4Cl, (NH4)2SO4, TiO2, LiOH, HCl, and
H2SO4 (all from Reakhim) were used without additional
purification.

Preparation of Ti-containing feed solution
Powered TiO2 (8 g) and concentrated H2SO4 (80 mL, d =
1.83 g/cm3) were intensively heated until almost complete
dissolution of TiO2. The solution was cooled, an insignificant
amount of remaining TiO2 was removed by filtration, and the
transparent filtrate was transferred into a 200 mL volumetric
flask and adjusted to mark with pure water. The obtained feed
was 2.42 N in titanium sulfate and 9.3 N in sulfuric acid.

Chromatographic experiments
Chromatographic experiments were performed in two
different methods.
Method A. A glass column was filled with water (a mobile
phase) and slurry packed with water-swollen beads of the
hypercrosslinked sorbent NN-381 having beads of 300–800 µm
in diameter. The feed solution was percolated from the bottom
of the column to its top (an up-flow mode). After equilibration
of the column with the feed solution, the electrolytes were
displaced from the column by a flow of pure water from the
column top to its outlet (a down-flow mode). An eluate was
collected by 1.5 mL fractions in which the concentrations of
electrolytes were determined by titration of aliquots. The
chromatograms shown in Figs. 1–4 were obtained according to
this method.
Method B. A glass column was filled with water and slurry
packed with water-swollen 250 µm monosized beads of the
hypercrosslinked sorbent NN-381. To replace water, the column
was rinsed with 50 mL of 1 N H2SO4. Then, 10 mL of the
above-mentioned Ti(SO4)2–H2SO4 solution was loaded onto the
column and eluted in a down-flow mode with 1 N sulfuric acid
(in Fig. 5, the concentration of 1 N acid was subtracted from all
data). An eluate was collected by 1.5 mL fractions in which the
concentrations of the salt and the acid were determined by
titration.

Determination of ion concentrations
The concentrations of Ca2+, H+, Cl–, SO42–, and OH– were
determined by the well-known titrimetric methods. The titration
of Ti4+ was made according to the published reference [23].

and, therefore, they arrive at the column outlet later than the
large ions. A considerable difference in the rates of propagation
of ions which differ in their sizes inevitably leads to the
redistribution of components of the feed within the volume of
the introduced probe and, eventually, to their self-concentration
in different parts of the chromatographic zone. This is an
unprecedented phenomenon, distinguishing the new technique
from laws of traditional chromatography based on retention of
analytes. Electrolytes composed of small ions accumulate in
small pores, while those composed of large ions are pushed into
large pores and interstitial space. The latter are transported there
toward the column outlet ahead of the smaller ionic pairs. The
self-concentrating tendency for both electrolytes is particularly
expressed in concentrated electrolyte mixtures. It significantly
increases the selectivity and productivity of separation. The size
exclusion mechanism is responsible for the so-called "acid
retardation" process, but can manifest itself also in the form of
"base retardation" and "salt retardation".
The developed method of electrolyte separation is simple. It
does not require complex equipment and special chemicals for
sorbent regeneration; therefore, it does not generate mineralized
wastes. The hypercrosslinked polystyrene sorbent is resistant to
aggressive media; it does not change its volume when water is
replaced for concentrated electrolyte solutions and vice versa.
The method may be easily automated. Theoretical investigations
using simulated moving bed technique predict the possibility of
separation of an acidic salt solution into pure salt and pure acid
components in a continuous process with a noticeable selfconcentration effect for both of them [24]. Ion size exclusion
chromatography is bound to find wide application for separation
of practically important electrolyte mixtures, particularly in
hydrometallurgy.
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